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Abstract: Weeds can impact many ecosystems, including natural, urban and agricultural environments.
This paper discusses core weed biosecurity program concepts and considerations for urban and
peri-urban areas from a remote sensing perspective and reviews the contribution of remote sensing
to weed detection and management in these environments. Urban and peri-urban landscapes are
typically heterogenous ecosystems with a variety of vectors for invasive weed species introduction and
dispersal. This diversity requires agile systems to support landscape-scale detection and monitoring,
while accommodating more site-specific management and eradication goals. The integration of
remote sensing technologies within biosecurity programs presents an opportunity to improve weed
detection rates, the timeliness of surveillance, distribution and monitoring data availability, and the
cost-effectiveness of surveillance and eradication efforts. A framework (the Weed Aerial Surveillance
Program) is presented to support a structured approach to integrating multiple remote sensing
technologies into urban and peri-urban weed biosecurity and invasive species management efforts.
It is designed to support the translation of remote sensing science into operational management
outcomes and promote more effective use of remote sensing technologies within biosecurity programs.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Weeds (in this paper defined as alien invasive plants) can impact many ecosystems, including
natural, urban and agricultural environments. They can have significant costs in terms of the monetary
value associated with eradication efforts and loss of productivity, as well as impacts on biodiversity
and ecosystem function. For example, the cost of weeds to the Australian agricultural sector was
estimated at approximately $5 billion per annum in 2018 due to production losses and the direct costs
of control [1]. Weeds are also an important driver of biodiversity loss in natural ecosystems [2].

By their inherent nature, urban landscapes comprise both native and introduced species.
Weed species in urban environments can have a range of detrimental impacts, including on
ecosystem function [3], human health [4] and biodiversity [5,6]. There are many approaches to
weed management, ranging from local community efforts to coordinated landscape-, national-
and continental-scale programs [7–12]. A common weed biosecurity process, adopted by many
Australian states, New Zealand, South Africa, the United States of America, and the European Union,
is declaration of noxious weeds, where a range of measures are mandated in legislation [10,11,13–16].
These management measures can be the responsibility of government or landowners. Noxious weed
species can be identified at national, regional and local scales. Urban and peri-urban areas play a key
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role in weed ecology [17] and may be affected directly by these species or act as sources for weeds to
disperse across regions through the interface between urban and agricultural or natural environments.

Weed surveillance programs, which underpin weed management programs, require detection
and/or monitoring of weeds wherever they occur in the landscape. This traditionally occurs through a
variety of methods, including targeted ground searches by land management agencies, delimitation
searches near known infestations to check for spread, searches associated with herbicide application
programs, and a range of detection measures that are reliant on community reports, via ad-hoc and
formal networks. While effective to some degree, these approaches do not provide a systematic
approach to surveillance across regions or landscapes. Therefore, infestations may be missed for years
after the original introduction to a site. A documented example is the reporting of alligator weed
(Alternanthera philoxeroides) in 2009 at Sandown Racecourse in Melbourne, Australia. Although first
reported to the authorities managing the alligator weed eradication program in 2009, a subsequent
study utilising historical aerial imagery showed alligator weed was present at this site for at least
five years before being reported [18]. During this time, the infestation had increased substantially,
from 290 m2 in 2004 to over 7300 m2 in 2009, and would have produced many propagules capable of
dispersal. This example highlights the need for new, innovative approaches for weed surveillance,
detection and monitoring.

1.2. Paper Aims and Structure

Urban landscapes are typically heterogenous ecosystems with a variety of vectors for invasive weed
species introduction and dispersal. This diversity requires agile systems to support landscape-scale
detection and monitoring activities, while accommodating more site-specific management and
eradication goals. The integration of remote sensing technologies within biosecurity programs
presents an opportunity to improve detection rates, the timeliness of data availability, and the cost
effectiveness of detection, monitoring, and eradication efforts. Given the rapidly evolving availability
and utility of remotely sensed data and associated analytical approaches, it is timely to review the
contribution of remote sensing to weed management in urban and peri-urban environments.

Core biosecurity program concepts and considerations for urban and peri-urban areas from both
biosecurity program and remote sensing perspectives are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents a
review of relevant remote sensing technologies and applications, with consideration given to the use
of remote sensing at key stages of weed biosecurity programs, challenges and opportunities.

The review undertaken in Section 3 highlights the diverse range of approaches published, which,
coupled with the range of species considered to be weeds in different geographical areas, makes
generalization not useful. We detail a conceptual multi-scale and multi-species framework in Section 4
to support a structured approach to integrating multiple remote sensing technologies into urban and
peri-urban plant biosecurity and weed species detection and monitoring efforts. Given the benefits
remote sensing technologies potentially bring to biosecurity applications, clear pathways for integration
with operational programs, such as through this framework, may promote greater use of remote
sensing technologies on a consistent basis.

2. Weed Biosecurity in Urban and Peri-Urban Environments

Biosecurity refers to measures to protect the environment, economy and community from
organisms [19]. Biosecurity programs comprise three key components: detection, monitoring,
and eradication and management. While biosecurity approaches and programs are often tailored for
different environments and situations, common approaches include enacting a range of surveillance
(incorporating detection and monitoring at a range of spatial scales) and management measures aimed
at prevention, early detection and eradication, containment, and asset protection measures used against
weeds. Actions associated with these approaches are usually applied progressively depending on
how widespread the weed is in its invaded range or how far along an idealized invasion curve the
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weed has established (Figure 1). The measures include policy, planning and ground activities and, in a
biosecurity context, usually occur in a centrally coordinated manner, often by government.

Prevention refers to measures taken to prevent an organism colonizing a new environment
or habitat, such as legislation to prevent import of restricted organisms into nations or jurisdictions
and associated quarantine inspection services. Species on such prohibited organism lists are usually
selected based on the outcome of pre-border weed risk assessments [20].

Early detection and eradication refer to legislation and actions to detect and eradicate newly
colonizing species from an area of interest, usually a nation or jurisdiction. Eradication in this context
means to extirpate all specimens of an organism, including propagules such as seeds, in the declared
area until it is locally extinct. Given the difficulty of achieving this, eradication programs have the best
chance of success when they are initiated at an early stage of colonization or invasion, prior to the
species being well established or widely naturalized [21,22]. The payoff of a successful eradication
program is that the high cost of achieving eradication is offset by the annual accruing benefit, in terms
of reduced impact and reduced management costs, to the jurisdiction of being free from that organism.

Containment refers to a variation on the strategy, where an organism is well established in a
particular area of a jurisdiction and eradication is considered too difficult, or impossible, to achieve [23].
At the same time, other areas of the jurisdiction are free of the organism. In this situation, a containment
zone is established, where the organism is managed within the containment zone to reduce its local
impact (asset protection), while outside of the containment zone the organism is managed to achieve
eradication. There is usually a buffer zone between these two zones where management intensity is
intermediate between these two targets. While establishment of containment zones is limited due
to their ongoing costs, one example is serrated tussock (Nassella trichotoma) in Victoria. Serrated
tussock is declared a regionally prohibited weed in Victoria, Australia [8]. A containment area has
been established, and within this area there is a focus on surveillance and control measures to reduce
the density of serrated tussock. Outside the containment area there is a focus on more intensive
surveillance and eradication treatments to prevent spread. While management is conducted by
landholders, coordination of the containment programs is supported by the government.

Asset protection is perhaps a more common weed biosecurity management approach. This refers
to measures taken to lessen the impact of an organism by reducing its abundance, often with a pesticide,
on an asset such as a garden, field, farm, waterbody or region. Asset protection often occurs, and is
managed, at the land manager level, rather than being administered by government organizations as is
common for other biosecurity strategies such as prevention and containment.

Cost–benefit ratios of the return on government investment of funding weed management
programs have been estimated [24]. These estimates found that the greatest return on government
investment occurs in the earliest phase of these measures, i.e., prevention, with the return on
government investment decreasing with each successive stage (early detection and eradication,
containment, and then asset protection for widespread weeds; Figure 1). An exception to this is the
return on government investment for biological control for asset protection, where the returns are
much higher [25].
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Figure 1. Estimated return on government investment for four weed biosecurity approaches (prevention,
eradication, containment and asset-based protection) undertaken at increasing time since weed invasion
and area occupied by the weed [26].

As in all management programs, we cannot manage what we cannot measure. Thus, a critical
component of any weed biosecurity program is surveillance activities (detection and monitoring) to
find and demark the location and extent of the weed. The unique challenges of urban and peri-urban
landscapes are that they are characteristically heterogeneous, leading to a diverse availability of
fragmented habitats [27]. Urban landscapes incorporate a large number of habitats, both natural
and constructed, including built-up areas, backyard gardens, remnant vegetation (e.g., parks and
gardens), manicured parks, waterways and wetlands. A particular challenge is the identification of
small fragmented habitats and weed infestations within the large footprint associated with urban and
peri-urban areas. This presents challenges for weed management [28], and its fragmented nature means
there are many individual areas that a surveillance program needs to cover to ensure that all infestations
of a particular weed species are found, increasing the complexity of surveillance requirements. Further,
these small areas are often difficult to see and access (e.g., behind buildings, across freeways, or over
fences). Search efforts are made more difficult by the multitude of different landowners in urban
environments, who each need to be consulted prior to ground searches being undertaken.

Remote sensing technologies are suited to addressing the surveillance issues identified above.
The integration of remote sensing technologies into biosecurity programs presents an opportunity
to improve detection rates, the timeliness of detection and monitoring data availability, and the cost
effectiveness of surveillance and eradication efforts. Remote sensing can support the systematic search
of areas (from small sites to large regions) through synoptic data capture at a range of spatial scales
compared with targeted ground surveys. Synoptic data capture of remotely sensed data also reduces
sampling bias introduced by a-priori information and resource limitations. Remote sensing platforms,
such as drones, are also able to access areas inaccessible from the ground. Requirements, from a remote
sensing perspective, to support the detection and monitoring of weeds include the following:

• Discrimination of weed species from other vegetation, with identification robust enough to
minimize both false positive and false negative identification.

• The ability to detect small infestations of target weed species.
• Repeatability of the approach both over time at the same location and application in different

geographical areas.
• Flexibility to survey larger areas as well as small localized sites to support both monitoring of

known populations and surveillance to detect previously unidentified populations.

3. Remote Sensing to Support Weed Biosecurity Programs

This section presents a review of remote sensing technologies and image classification approaches
used to detect, monitor and manage weed species. While examples are included from a range of
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environments, there is an emphasis on utility in an urban weed biosecurity context. The requirements
of a remote sensing approach depend on the aims of the biosecurity program that the remote sensing
will be used for. Therefore, the review is organized by biosecurity program component, as outlined in
Table 1, with links to management activities shown in Figure 1. The components are as follows:

• Detection: species detection at landscape, local and site scales.
• Monitoring: assessment of temporal change and population monitoring.
• Management and eradication: individual plant detection and development of technology to

automate weed eradication or management actions.

Clearly, there is an overlap of remote sensing technologies and applications between different
program components; for example, the confidence in species detection is equally applicable for all
three stages. However, some distinctions can be made between program components which reflect the
differences in aims between them, including 1) the minimum detection size, which is dependent on the
weed species and the aim of the biosecurity program, e.g., eradication of new species or monitoring of
widespread species, and 2) synoptic data capture, which is critical for monitoring weed distribution
over time, while targeted data capture may be more critical for species and population management or
eradication (Table 1).

3.1. Detection

Early detection and implementation of management programs when weed populations are small
is a critical predictor of the success of eradication programs [21], and it increases the cost effectiveness
of eradication measures (Figure 1). New infestations of priority weeds can occur anywhere in the
landscape, and, at this early invasion stage, infestations are limited to a small number of localized
populations or individuals. This is the most challenging stage for a weed biosecurity surveillance
program. To be effective, the surveillance program must search large areas (>100 km2) at a high spatial
resolution to detect and classify individual plants. This surveillance then needs to be repeated at
regular intervals to identify possible infestations as early as possible so management mechanisms can
be implemented.

Underpinning this is the ability to detect and classify priority weeds at a species level. Without this
capacity, any surveillance system based on remote sensing will either misclassify the weed as non-target
vegetation (resulting in missed detection due to false negatives, or omission error), or classify non-target
vegetation as the weed (resulting in large areas of false positives, or commission error). Both of these
outcomes would reduce the effectiveness of any remote sensing component of a biosecurity program.
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Table 1. Summary of weed biosecurity program components and relative importance of key considerations from biosecurity and remote sensing perspectives
(+ = lower relative importance, +++++ = higher relative importance).

Biosecurity Program Component

Considerations
Detection

(unknown populations and
locations of weed)

Monitoring
(known populations and locations

of weed)

Management and eradication
(known populations and locations

of weed)

Biosecurity

• Detect new infestations of weeds
• Minimum detection size

+++++
+++++

+
+

++
+++

• Monitor changes in distribution and abundance + +++++ +++++

• Level of confidence in detecting species (probability
of detection/classification and correct identification)

+++++ +++++ +++++

• Timely collation and distribution of information +++++ +++ +++

• Assist with compliance activities + +++++ +++++

Remote sensing

• Spatial resolution +++++ +++++ +++++

• Synoptic data capture +++++ +++++ +

• Visibility of the weed +++++ +++++ +++++

• Temporal frequency and timing of image acquisition ++ ++++ ++

• Integration of remotely sensed data with other
information to optimize accuracy

++ ++ ++

• Response of weed to control methods and impact on
detection methods

+ +++ +++++

• Targeted data capture + + +++++
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3.1.1. Spatial Scale and Image Resolution

To support weed biosecurity programs, information is required at a range of spatial scales from
sites (<1 km2) to landscapes (>100 km2). Urban and peri-urban landscapes are characteristically
heterogeneous, with fragmented diverse habitats, adding complexity to the challenging task of species
detection for use in biosecurity programs. The choice of remote sensing system is guided by a number
of factors, including the area required to be imaged and the swath (footprint) size of the imagery
acquired by a particular remote sensing system.

There is a trade-off between image swath and the spatial resolution of the imagery. For example,
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) data is characterized by higher spatial resolution (typically measured
in mm or cm) but is acquired over areas of often less than 1 km. In contrast, WorldView-4 is a
commercial satellite with a multi-spectral spatial resolution of 1.24 m and a swath of approximately
13 km, while Landsat-8 is a government, open-access satellite with a multi-spectral resolution of
30 m but captures a swath of 185 km. Satellite imagery is often used for regional and landscape
scale studies [29], while UAV data are frequently utilized at local scales. This is largely reflected
in the purpose of the application as well; finer-spatial-scale imagery lends itself to plant detection
(either small populations or individual plants), while coarser imagery is typically implemented for
broader monitoring applications.

Commercial satellite imagery tends to have a higher spatial resolution (<5 m) compared with
government satellite imagery (>10 m) and is often utilized for weed detection applications [30–32].
Ahsan et al. [33] found the higher spatial resolution of commercial satellites such as WorldView-4
resulted in higher detection accuracies compared with Landsat-8. The higher cost of UAVs and
commercially available satellite imagery can limit its use across larger regions, while the lower spatial
resolution of freely available satellite imagery (e.g., Sentinel-2) can limit its use in heterogenous areas
or for weed detection.

Multiple studies reported increasing classification accuracy with higher-spatial-resolution
imagery [30,34–36]. Larger homogenous areas of particular species are detected reliably by satellite
imagery; however, this is not reflective of many urban environments or populations of weed species,
especially at the early stage of invasion. Shouse et al. [37] compared aerial imagery (30-cm spatial
resolution) and Landsat 5 TM satellite imagery (30-m spatial resolution), and found significantly more
accurate results using the aerial photography, despite this imagery having less spectral information
available for analysis. However, Müllerová et al. [38] demonstrated that this is not always the case.
Hung et al. [39] investigated scale dependencies on classification accuracy, as an interaction between
pixel size and analysis window size. They found detections of water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) had a
higher accuracy with a larger analysis window, which captured a larger area of the image and improved
the consistency in colour and texture features calculated. They also found serrated tussock had a higher
classification accuracy with increasing window size until the window size approximated the size of a
single tussock. This demonstrates the importance of considering the size of the plant population and
density in weed detection applications [37–39].

These considerations promote the use of multiple data sources at different spatial scales to optimize
outcomes. Brinkhoff et al. [30] suggested targeted capture of commercial satellite imagery, such as
WorldView-4, at critical times for target species identification, supplemented with UAV imagery
captured across smaller targeted areas for more detailed surveys. Matese et al. [40] found the costs
of using UAV and manned aircraft data rose substantially between study areas of 5 ha and 50 ha,
while costs associated with satellite imagery stayed constant. They advocate a multi-scale approach
due to differences in the nature of the information, detail and temporal frequency between the three
different platforms, which all contributed to improved management outcomes.
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3.1.2. Spectral and Phenological Information

A range of spectral data are collected via remote sensing platforms including Red–Green–Blue
(RGB), multi- and hyper-spectral data and structural data, such as that recorded by LiDAR sensors.
To utilize this information, there are a range of image processing approaches, such as vegetation
indices, image texture and colour transformations. The spectral bands captured by a sensor,
and different combinations of these, influence the accuracy of image classification for species detection.
The effectiveness of alternative spectral features used for analysis is linked closely with the target
species. For example, Brinkhoff et al. [30] found an RGB and near-infrared (NIR) band combination
outperformed both RGB and combinations of vegetation indices such as Normalised Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalised Difference Water Index (NDWI). Ngom and Gosselin [4]
also found individual bands (namely green reflectance) had greater discriminatory power than NDVI.
In contrast, Malstrom et al. [41] and Shouse et al. [37] used NDVI, and differences in NDVI between two
time periods, to successfully differentiate weed species from other vegetation. Colour transformations,
such as Hue–Saturation–Value (HSV), have also been used effectively to discriminate weed species
from imagery [33,42], as has image texture [43]. The variety of spectral features used in the successful
detection of weed species emphasizes the importance of testing and selecting features that maximize
the discriminatory power of the imagery being used.

LiDAR data differs from spectral information and is able to provide 3-D structural information,
which has been utilized to detect understory weed species in urban environments [44]. Combinations
of data are also used to optimize results. For example, a fusion of hyper-spectral and LiDAR data is
utilized to identify trees in urban landscapes and produce species-level maps with >80% accuracy [45].
The tree species were then identified as a weed species. LiDAR and hyper-spectral imagery have also
been used in combination to identify sub-canopy weed species in urban environments [46].

Phenological characteristics of vegetation are important considerations for remote sensing studies
in terms of image acquisition timing and also multi-temporal analyses [47]. Müllerová et al. [38]
found image acquisition timing to be a critical consideration, with the best results achieved when
both plant phenological stage and sensor spectral resolution were considered to take advantage of
flowering, senescence and other colour distinctions associated with the target species. Singh et al. [48]
also utilized plant phenology to identify understory plant species, demonstrating that the timing of
imagery acquisition was a key factor in maximizing the accuracy of detection. Many other studies have
also used these features to discriminate between species, exploiting differences in growth patterns
and colouring between weed species and other off-target species [41], plant colour [49], and flower
colour [50,51].

3.1.3. Image Classification

There has been significant work identifying particular plant species utilising remote sensing
technologies and analytical approaches. Studies tend to be quite location- and species-specific, with
less focus on coordinated, more comprehensive sensing programs to conduct surveillance over larger
areas through time. These methods and algorithms have been tested on known populations of invasive
weed species; however, a key challenge in terms of weed biosecurity is then being able to apply these
approaches across other areas to detect unknown populations of the target species. Studies documenting
approaches to more widespread problems include Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus) [46],
phragmites (Phragmites australis) [3,34,52], and water hyacinth [53–56]. To illustrate the diverse
range of remote sensing approaches utilised for a single species, studies which successfully detected
phragmites have used government satellites [3], UAV imagery [34] and aerial imagery [52], capturing
both multi- and hyper-spectral imagery, and employed a range of image classification approaches,
including Spectral Angle Mapper [52] and supervised classification algorithms including maximum
likelihood, support vector machines (SVM) and neural networks [3].

Plants can be characterized by deriving presence and absence information as well as the density of
populations [29,37]. The aim of image classification is either distinguishing between plant functional
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groups (e.g., grasses, shrubs, trees) or identifying individual species where unique spectral and textural
features can be used to discriminate between the target and other components of the image. Owing to
the diverse and large range of plants and surfaces found within urban areas, identifying unique
spectral signatures can be challenging [4]; however, reducing the area of interest within a landscape,
for example, by eliminating roof surfaces, roadways or other non-viable habitats, may assist in weed
detection. Given the range and variability of what is considered a weed species, particularly in urban
environments, a wide variety of remote sensing platforms and classification algorithms have been
utilized. A summary of commonly used classification approaches for weed detection applications is
given in Table 2 with selected examples of each given for various remote sensing platforms.

Table 2. Examples of image classification approaches (grouped by remote sensing platform) used in
weed detection applications.

Classification Approach Selected Examples

Manual image interpretation • UAV: Bertacchi et al. [34], Clements et al. [57], Kaneko and Nohara [35]
• Aircraft: Kaneko and Nohara [35], Müllerová et al. [58], Clements et al. [18]

Unsupervised classification
(e.g., ISODATA algorithm)

• Aircraft: Malmstrom et al. [41]
• Commercial satellite: Everitt et al. [59], Walsh et al. [32]

Supervised classification
(e.g., maximum likelihood)

• Aircraft: Malmstrom et al. [41]
• Commercial satellite: Tsai and Chou [43]
• Government satellite: Cuneo et al. [60]

Decision tree and CART approaches • UAV: Brinkhoff et al. [30]

Random Forests (RF)

• On-ground: Gao et al. [61]
• UAV: Baron et al. [51]
• Aircraft: Chance et al. [46], Singh et al. [44]
• Commercial satellite: Singh et al. [44]
• Government satellite: Kattenborn et al. [62], Singh et al. [48]

Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)
• Aircraft: Lass et al. [49], Chance et al. [46]
• Commercial satellite: Ahsan et al. [33]
• Government satellite: Ahsan et al. [33]

Support Vector Machines (SVM)
• On-ground: Murawaat et al. [63]
• UAV: Göktoǧan et al. [64]
• Government satellite: Xie et al. [3]

Deep learning (e.g., convolutional neural
networks (CNN))

• On-ground: Olsen et al. [65], Teimouri et al. [66]
• UAV: Dian Bah et al. [55], Sa et al. [67], Ahsan et al. [33]

Unsupervised classification approaches cluster pixels into a user-specified number of classes
without requiring training or ground data. Both Walsh et al. [32] and Everitt et al. [59] used an ISODATA
unsupervised classification algorithm to detect weeds from remotely sensed data, with Everitt et al. [59]
identifying giant salvinia (Salvinia molesta) from Quickbird imagery with an accuracy of between 87 and
93%. Malstrom et al. [41] also employed an ISODATA classification but found supervised classification
algorithms such as maximum likelihood produced a more accurate detection rate.

Supervised classification approaches such as maximum likelihood, SVM and RF rely on calibration
or training data of sufficient quality and quantity to train these algorithms efficiently and effectively.
Acquiring and curating this data is often very resource intensive in terms of effort and time, and there
are many factors to consider, including:

• Minimum number of samples per class.
• Distribution (equal or unequal) of samples across classes.
• The sampling design used to collect ground data (random, targeted, stratified, clustered sampling).
• The relationship between the ground samples collected and the spatial resolution of the imagery

to be used.
• The accuracy of the ground data.

Mountrakis et al. [68] noted the increasing use of SVM for weed detection, as the approach is able to
be effectively employed with limited amounts of calibration data, which is often the case for detection of
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rarer species, including weeds with little formal distribution data. Calibration (and validation) data are
generated through ground data collection or the manual interpretation of imagery. Manual interpretation,
if able to be completed reliably, represents a less resource-intensive and more synoptic survey compared
with on-ground field surveys. Classified, finer-resolution imagery has also been used for calibration
data [30,55]. The accuracy of the final image classification will be influenced by any errors present in
the calibration and validation datasets used.

The most accurate classification approach can vary depending on sensor, platform and target.
Numerous studies test a range of image classification approaches to determine the most appropriate.
For example, Brinkhoff et al. [30] found a CART classifier was slightly more accurate than RF or SVM.
Xie et al. [3] found SVM gave the highest accuracy mapping phragmites (>90%), with lower accuracies
obtained using maximum likelihood and neural network approaches. Müllerová et al. [38] found
results obtained using maximum likelihood, RF and SVM approaches varied depending on spatial
resolution and time of image acquisition (which was linked to vegetation phenology). They noted
that machine learning approaches such as RF make no assumptions about data and so are better at
dealing with imbalanced data than some other approaches. Chance et al. [46] also used an RF approach,
combining hyper-spectral and LiDAR data to detect urban weed species with >75% accuracy for their
targets. Singh et al. [48] and Singh et al. [44] also used RF for the detection of understory weed species
in urban landscapes using a range of aircraft, commercial and government satellites with LiDAR and
multi-spectral sensors.

Spectral un-mixing techniques support analyses of sub-pixel composition, identifying proportions
of cover for target weed species. Walsh et al. [32] used linear un-mixing models with hyper-spectral
Hyperion data to derive percentage cover maps of invasive guava (Psidium guajava), achieving similar
accuracies to those of neural networks. Artigas and Pechmann [52] found that the proportion of area
covered by phragmites dramatically affected the classification accuracy, achieving a 96% accuracy if
phragmites covered more than 75% of a pixel, but less than 4% accuracy if the pixel was covered by
phragmites and native species in equal measure. Spectral un-mixing techniques can also be used to
improve the thematic classification of imagery where multiple species grow in close proximity [54].
Sufficient spectral information is required to apply these methods successfully.

Recent advancements in this area have seen greater use of deep learning algorithms such as
CNNs [33,39,55,65–67]. CNNs are able to utilize a range of data and can be used on a pixel-basis or
to identify individual plants within an image scene [55,65]. These algorithms have been used
to successfully detect weed species with a variety of distinguishing features including colour
(e.g., flower colour of orange hawkweed), plant shape (e.g., serrated tussock) and leaf shape [33,65,66].
Hung et al. [39] used feature learning algorithms to identify water hyacinth and serrated tussock
using UAV data with >90% accuracy. They found that algorithm parameters such as window size
greatly influenced the accuracy of these algorithms. Development and use of deep learning algorithms
in the remote sensing and broader data science community is increasing access to, and awareness
of, pre-trained models, open-source code, and image training libraries, facilitating a wider use of
these techniques.

Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA) techniques have been used successfully to analyse and
model growth and land use change in urban and peri-urban areas [69–71], identify and analyse
building and road networks [72–77], perform ecosystem and landscape analyses [78–80], and identify
features of interest such as greenhouses [81] and piggeries [82]. Increasingly, OBIA techniques have
been used in weed detection studies [4,34,55,61]. OBIA techniques are used based on a number of
different characteristics, including tree crown delineation [45], leaf shape [83], and individual plant
delineation [31]. Spectral, textural and shape parameters of these objects are then used to classify
objects as different plant species. Walsh et al. [32] found comparable results between OBIA and
pixel-based classification approaches, but found the results were highly dependent on the settings
used for the segmentation algorithm, with a process delineating a finer resolution of objects required
to achieve acceptable results. A similar approach to OBIA is a CNN implementation at an image scene
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level, where the neural network is trained to recognize individual plants rather than spectral features
of pixels [65]. Ahsan et al. [33] classified serrated tussock with up to 73% accuracy using UAV imagery
and multi-scale neural networks to identify populations of tussocks within a section of the image.

3.2. Monitoring

Once a weed population has been detected, monitoring is a crucial step in a biosecurity program
to limit further spread, implement management actions such as containment, and monitor the success
of management actions such as eradication and asset-based protection. Monitoring can include
observations of both current weed populations and known past locations to ensure the weed does not
regrow. This critical difference between detection and monitoring allows a remote sensing program to
target geographical areas, thus making the process more constrained than a detection surveillance
program, which is untargeted. Monitoring applications rely on detection methods (reviewed above)
being robust enough to be applied repeatedly with acceptable accuracy, through time and potentially
across new geographical areas.

Multi-temporal image analysis is used effectively in weed monitoring applications. Several
studies have used this approach to monitor the size and spread of known populations over time [54],
including the use of historical imagery to trace the beginning of infestations and their subsequent
progression [18,58]. Khanna et al. [53] applied the same classification approach to five years of imagery
(with comparable accuracy) to produce cover maps, and then used these maps to monitor change
in water hyacinth coverage over time. However, additional considerations must be made when
using time series or multi-temporal analyses, including geo-registration of imagery, acquisition dates,
atmospheric corrections, changes in sensor view angle and changes in on-ground conditions between
images. For example, Brinkhoff et al. [30] noted differences in imagery based on water reflectance
arising from view angle and weather conditions.

Changes between multiple images can also be used as a species discriminant [37,41]. Linear un-mixing
methods, which determine sub-pixel proportions of different cover types, have also been used to identify
edges, or transition zones, of widespread weed species in a containment management phase [32]. Remote
sensing has also been utilized to distinguish potential habitats for weed species in urban areas [84].

Frequent temporal acquisitions are important for monitoring species which disperse quickly
through the landscape [18,41,85]. The choice of platform and sensor depends on the species to be
detected and the area being covered, as well as resources available. Capturing images at landscape
scales of >100 km2 is not considered feasible using UAVs; however, they are routinely used to
capture imagery across smaller areas [33]. The feasibility of repeated UAV flights depends on resources
available. Potential legal implications of operating UAV platforms in some areas are also a consideration,
e.g., roads, electricity lines and private property [38,86]. In contrast, satellite data, while providing a
coarser spatial resolution compared with UAV imagery, are routinely captured across landscapes [60],
highlighting advantages of using multiple sources of remotely sensed imagery for weed biosecurity
programs. The potential to utilize sources of imagery captured across urban areas for other purposes,
for example, for planning and infrastructure projects, may be advantageous for remote-sensing-based
weed detection and monitoring applications in urban and peri-urban areas, if the imagery is suitable
for the purpose. An example of this potential is the capture of high-spatial-resolution (10 cm–35 cm)
aerial imagery across the urban and peri-urban areas of Greater Melbourne, which is undertaken
multiple times per year as part of the Victorian Coordinated Imagery Program (CIP) [87].

3.3. Eradication and Management

Eradication efforts are critical in eliminating or containing the spread, and impact, of the target
weed species. This component of a biosecurity program relies on accurate detection and identification
of a weed species within a relatively small geographic target area (weeds are usually not targets of
eradication once widespread). Remote sensing contributions to these actions are largely through the
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detection and monitoring approaches reviewed above, which in turn support timely eradication of
target species.

In-field sensors and systems to support weed species identification in real time, which are
integrated with systems to automate weed eradication and treatment (e.g., herbicide spraying), have
also been developed [65,83,86]. Current published work places an emphasis on automated weed
recognition and removal in agricultural systems, with development of niche systems to suit the
application [88–90].

3.4. Challenges and Opportunities

While remote sensing technologies are able to address some issues encountered by ground-based
weed detection and surveillance efforts, there are specific challenges remote sensing applications must
address in urban and peri-urban environments. One challenge for the detection and surveillance of
weeds is the increased diversity of plant species found within the urban environment. For example,
a review by Pickett et al. [27] on urban ecology found that the flora of forest patches in urban areas
contained a greater number of exotic species than forests outside urban areas; a high proportion of
plants in housing estates are exotic, with this being greatest in more affluent areas; parkland and
pathways have also been found to enhance the presence of exotic flora. Overlaid on this is a general
decrease in the number of plant species toward the centre of cities. More recent studies have also
documented greater weed abundance or invasion in urban areas [91–93]. This diversity increases
the challenge of species-specific detection as the presence of more off-target species increases the
opportunity for misclassification. There are also diverse fragmented habitats within urban landscapes,
leading to large, un-defined search areas. In contrast, weed identification in agricultural crops requires
discrimination between a limited number of plant species [55,66,67,94]. This is also reflective of the
heterogeneity of urban environments compared to agricultural settings. These considerations increase
the specificity requirements of any remote sensing used to support weed biosecurity programs in
urban and peri-urban areas.

An additional challenge for remote sensing applications in urban environments is the collection
of sufficient calibration and validation data, which can be affected by access to land held by diverse
land owners, species identification, data reliability and the occurrence (restricted or widespread)
of the target species. Citizen science and open-source data, including spatial locations of invasive
weed species [95,96] and photographic databases [65], are potentially useful sources of reference data,
which could be leveraged to increase the scale and scope of weed detection and monitoring efforts
using remotely sensed data.

Published literature tends to document the performance of sensing systems and classification
algorithms for specific species in a single context. Some species considered weed species in urban areas
are found in a variety of settings, including urban, agricultural and natural environments, leading to
multiple studies on a similar species in different surrounding environments, employing varying sensing
technologies and classification approaches (e.g., phragmites in wetlands and estuaries [3,34,35,52]).
There is a large body of work detecting agricultural weeds using remote sensing technologies, and,
while the target species may be different, approaches and algorithms may be applicable in other settings
such as urban areas. In comparison, there are fewer remote sensing studies that aim to detect weed
species specifically in urban and peri-urban areas [4,37,45,46], which is reflective of current research
trends and the profile of weed impacts in different environments, such as their economic costs in
agricultural settings [1,97,98].

Challenges and potential limitations in the detection of small weed populations [47,57] may mean
in some instances that remote sensing contributions to urban weed biosecurity are more valuable in
monitoring known locations than detecting new ones. This still provides valuable information for
biosecurity programs and improves the efficiency of search and monitoring activities. For example,
biosecurity agencies may use regular monitoring data to assess the extent of a particular weed species
in response to new management arrangements or the release of biocontrol agents; they may also use
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such data to better target ground inspections associated with enforcement activities. This challenge is
particularly important when considering requirements for research and development compared with
practical requirements for operational approaches which can be integrated and used within existing or
new biosecurity weed management programs.

4. Conceptual Framework for a Weed Aerial Surveillance Program (WASP)

There has been significant work identifying particular plant species utilising remote sensing
technologies and analytical approaches, as outlined in the previous section. Studies tend to be
quite location- and species-specific, with less focus on coordinated, more comprehensive sensing
programs to conduct surveillance and monitoring over larger areas through time. There are few
examples of routine use of remote sensing in biosecurity programs. Two examples are the New South
Wales Hawkweed Eradication Program in Australia [50] and Everglades Multi-scale Invasive Plant
Monitoring Program [85]. However, these do not incorporate urban areas. The relative absence may
be due to an absence of such comprehensive surveillance programs, or it may reflect the operational
nature of this approach, where publications are not a priority.

The diverse range of approaches used and number of weed species of interest surveyed in
Section 3 make generalization between studies not overly useful. Rather, we present a conceptual
framework to outline a structured approach for developing image analytical workflows and algorithms
at multiple spatial scales, with clear pathways for integration with on-ground biosecurity programs to
support wider use of remote sensing technologies in this area. While this approach is not exclusively
applicable to urban and peri-urban environments, there is a current gap and potential for development
in these areas.

The purpose of this conceptual framework is to guide the development and testing of workflows
and algorithms for the detection and monitoring of weed species using multiple types of remotely sensed
data. The framework facilitates integration of approaches for multiple species across different spatial
scales, while linking to existing biosecurity operations at different stages (Table 1) and complementing
weed eradication and management options (Figure 1). This will support the development of more
comprehensive operational multi-scale, multi-temporal and multi-target biosecurity detection and
surveillance programs utilising remote sensing technologies.

A schematic outline of the framework, named the Weed Aerial Surveillance Program (WASP),
is shown in Figure 2. It is designed to support the translation of science into operational management
outcomes. The WASP framework is focused on surveillance utilising remotely sensed data.
These include detection of unknown populations of target weed species and monitoring of known
populations of target weed species (Table 1). The aim of the framework is to assist in the design and
structure of remote sensing activities to complement existing weed biosecurity programs through
the following:

• Development and testing of workflows and image classification algorithms to detect and monitor
weed species.

• Production of spatial outputs which can then be used in existing biosecurity weed
management programs.

Outcomes of the WASP are intended to complement on-ground activities, with the overarching
goal to support the eradication and management of a target weed species. The primary outcomes of
the WASP are automated spatial outputs, which would necessarily be tailored for a specific application
but may include maps and spatial information to prioritize on-ground surveillance work, data to
monitor the effectiveness of weed eradication or management actions undertaken on-ground as part of
weed biosecurity operations, or measurements of weed extent and spread over time.

The addition of these outputs to a weed biosecurity program is intended to increase the effectiveness
of on-ground surveillance activities and management actions. As introduced in Section 1 of this
paper, the detection of alligator weed at Sandown Racecourse in Victoria, Australia, provides an
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example supporting the integration of remotely sensed data to improve weed detection, eradication
and on-going management efforts undertaken as part of an existing biosecurity program [18]. In this
instance, alligator weed was first reported at the site in 2009; however, an assessment of historical
aerial imagery found the weed was present at the site from 2004. The development of workflows to
automatically detect alligator weed from aerial imagery, the design and structure of which could be
aided by a conceptual framework such as the WASP, would have resulted in the detection of the weed
at an earlier point in time. The use of these automated spatial outputs in weed biosecurity programs
which were already in place would have reduced eradication costs and reduced the potential spread of
the weed to additional sites.
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The development and testing of workflows and algorithms combines a number a processes
which are largely driven by characteristics of the target weed species (i.e., phenology, distinguishing
characteristics, growth habit and size) and the extent to which these can be exploited by remote
sensing technology with appropriate spatial resolution, spectral information, and temporal frequency.
To structure the development and testing process, a remote sensing technology and analytical method
matrix (TAMM) has been constructed as the first step of the WASP, based on a review of remote
detection of weeds and knowledge of biosecurity programs and processes. Table 3 outlines a sample
TAMM, with example considerations in the form of questions given that are helpful in the development
stage to determine preferred approaches to the test. It is highly likely that multiple approaches and
imagery sources will be identified, which would then be tested as part of the development process.

The review (Section 3.1) highlighted the diversity of imagery used in published weed detection
applications (Table 2). Factors considered when selecting appropriate imagery include the following:
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• The spatial resolution of the imagery, with multiple studies finding higher classification accuracies
when utilising imagery with finer-spatial-resolution imagery [30,34–36].

• The temporal and spectral resolution of the imagery.
• The swath of the imagery captured.
• The cost of imagery acquisition [30,40].
• Restrictions (such as access) impeding the capture of imagery [38,86].

While not all published studies explicitly consider these factors, generally, the use of satellite
imagery is more predominant at landscape scales and the use of finer spatial resolution imagery such
as UAV data is more common at site or local scales. Several studies propose the use of multiple sources
of remotely sensed imagery to exploit differences in spatial, spectral and temporal differences between
sources of imagery, which may lead to improved weed detection and management outcomes [30,40].
The WASP framework also advocates a multi-scale approach (from site to landscape areas) to fulfil
detection and monitoring requirements, which, by its implicit nature, lends itself to the use of multiple
sources of imagery to leverage characteristics of different platforms.

The temporal characteristics of both the target weed species and imagery are crucial to support
accurate detection and monitoring of the weed species. Vegetation phenology, including growth patterns
and flowering, can provide features to distinguish a weed species from off-target species [41,50,51].
To take advantage of this, the timing of image acquisition relative to these characteristics is
critical [38,47,48]. The temporal frequency of image capture also underpins many monitoring
applications. Questions and considerations proposed in the sample TAMM shown in Table 3 are
designed to assist in determining requirements for specific target weed species. While this type
of matrix analysis can identify the preferred spatial and temporal imagery characteristics for an
application, the practicality of these options is equally important, particularly for operational purposes.
Several studies identified instances where the feasibility of collecting the required imagery, particularly
UAV imagery, may impact on the operational requirements of the application [33,38,86]. Making use
of multiple sources of imagery with differing spatial and temporal resolutions may optimize outcomes
in some cases, for example as outlined in Brinkhoff et al. [30].

The review identified a wide range of image classification approaches used to detect weed
species (Table 2). Some methods, such as maximum likelihood, are well established, while the use of
approaches such as CNNs are increasing. Two very commonly used approaches are RF [44,46,48,51,62]
and SVM [3,63,64]. SVM, in particular, is able to be effectively applied with limited amounts of
calibration data [68], which is an important consideration for detection of rarer species, including small
populations of weed species. While the development of detection methods, including classification
approach selection, is largely species-specific, formally capturing these decision-making processes
and knowledge within the WASP framework may enable existing workflows and algorithms to be
re-utilized, streamlining processes in the future. Integration of workflows and algorithms for different
species will also facilitate more economic, targeted image capture where possible (e.g., commissioned
aircraft flights or UAV use).

The objective of the workflow and algorithm development process is to produce spatial outputs
to support on-ground biosecurity weed surveillance and management programs. These spatial
outputs would ideally be based on the requirements of those responsible for the biosecurity programs
(for example government authorities), with technical expertise provided by remote sensing practitioners,
and may include locality maps, spatial distribution probabilities, and change detection analyses of
known weed populations. For example, a weed subject to an eradication program requires detection
and demarcation of small infestations of weeds, with a relatively high tolerance for false positives
(to ensure as many infestations as possible are detected). In contrast, detection of larger infestations
with a lower tolerance for false positives may be suitable for a widespread weed.
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It is anticipated that the outputs would be utilized within existing programs where possible.
While there are advantages to utilizing remote sensing in the context of weed biosecurity programs,
the specific benefits and limitations of a particular program or application should be identified by
those administrating the weed management program, as well as technical specialists, to ensure it
is appropriate.

A key consideration is to assess how well the needs of the biosecurity program are met by remote
sensing technologies. Table 1 outlines some key considerations from both biosecurity and remote
sensing technologies. This should also include an assessment of the level of investment required
compared to the expected return. For example, the effectiveness of landscape-scale monitoring may
increase through the use of remote sensing; however, monitoring a small, localized and contained
weed population may not. The availability of resources required to support the use of remote
sensing and associated products is an equally important factor. This includes, but is not limited
to, computing hardware and software, resources to collect imagery if required, and the necessary
processes to distribute and utilize any outputs. These, in addition to factors such as image processing
capability, image acquisition windows, technical specialist availability and access to technology may
impact the ability of remote sensing to support biosecurity programs. The importance of these different
considerations is highly dependent on the individual application.

The primary focus of WASP is providing information at a range of spatial and temporal scales
derived from remotely sensed data. Data integration is a powerful approach to improve understanding
of weed species abundance, potential spread, and infestation risk across multiple spatial scales [99].
At national and regional scales, climatic suitability and risk modelling are often used, with several
studies exploring the potential for remote sensing data to add to these models [56,100–102]. This habitat
suitability information requires the collation of data on the landscape (such as climate, soil and land
use) and species biology to determine where they intercept, and, therefore, where the species is likely to
occur. Information on the known distribution and dispersal characteristics can also be used, if available.
There are a number of dispersal models that have been developed for weeds, e.g., wind dispersal
of serrated tussock [103] and dispersal by vehicles [104]. Even allowing for wind dispersal of seed,
for many weeds at an early stage of invasion, this will reduce the area to search considerably and may
be able to reduce the occurrence of false positive detections in remotely sensed outputs. Conversely,
outputs from the framework can also be used to update distribution knowledge. Development of
species distribution and dispersal models is beyond the scope of this article and the WASP framework;
however, additional spatial information can be integrated where appropriate, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Weed management programs require detection at a range of spatial and temporal scales; therefore,
any surveillance program will have an iterative component. For example, a regional-level remote
sensing program could be utilized to find potential new infestations in the landscape; if on-ground
inspections confirm that it is the target species, then tailored site surveys would be conducted to
delimit the infestation. These surveys may then employ targeted/ordered imagery capture and an
associated image classification system at the local or site scale. Additionally, monitoring of known
weed populations (a distinct process to searching for new locations) can be used to provide quantitative
data to support reporting requirements and provide triggers for further on-ground management
operations, allowing on-ground resources previously used for this purpose to be utilized elsewhere.
The WASP framework can be used to guide this process.
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Table 3. Sample Remote Sensing Technology and Analytical Method Matrix (TAMM), a component of
the Weed Aerial Surveillance Program (WASP) framework, with example key considerations to guide
development of image analysis workflows and approaches.

Biosecurity

R
em

ot
e

se
ns

in
g

Physical attributes Phenology Biosecurity program
component

Operational
requirements and

resources

Spatial
What is the

growth habit/size of the
target species?

What extent is required
for analysis: site, local

or landscape?
What is the minimum
detection size required

to support effective
eradication and
management?

Temporal

Are any distinguishing
features (e.g., flowers)

more prominent at
specific times of

the year?

Is there an optimal
time of year to

distinguish the target?

Is regular or targeted
image acquisition

required?
How often is new
imagery required?

When is new
imagery required?

Spectral

Are any distinguishing
features linked to

spectral information
such as flower or

leaf colour?

Are there any
phenological

characteristics which
are determined by
changes in spectral

information
(e.g., changes

in colour)?

Imagery/Platform
What is the spatial

resolution of
the imagery?

What are the temporal
characteristics of the

platform (e.g., is image
acquisition timing

fixed or flexible,
and how often)?

What is the image
swathe captured by the

platform?

Are there restrictions
to consider

(e.g., weather, legal,
platform availability)?
What resources (time,
money and expertise)

are available to
acquire imagery?

Analysis
Is the target more
suited to a pixel or

object-based analysis?

Is multi-temporal
analysis required?

What information
is required

(e.g., presence/absence,
extent/area,

probability)?
What calibration and

validation data is
available, or able to

be collected?

5. Concluding Remarks

Urban and peri-urban weed biosecurity programs are important to minimize the threat of weed
species to both the local environment and to the wider landscape. The fragmented nature of land
tenure and habitats, along with the presence of visual obstructions, in urban and peri-urban areas
make ground-based surveillance, detection and monitoring programs for priority weeds complex and
difficult. These programs can benefit from remote sensing, which can overcome some of these issues.

Remote sensing has been used successfully in a range of weed detection and monitoring
applications, incorporating diverse habitats and weed targets. Many different approaches have been
used for image acquisition and analyses, such that generalization of how these are achieved, and which
is best, is not overly useful. This review identified a broad range of examples identifying weeds
species from remotely sensed data, including UAV, aircraft and satellite imagery. While studies often
utilized one source of imagery, some compared several [33,37], while other advocated the use of
multiple imagery sources to optimize outcomes [30,40]. The review identified a wide range of image
classification approaches used to detect weed species, including pixel- and object-based approaches.
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Two very commonly used approaches are RF [44,46,48,51,62] and SVM [3,63,64]. SVM, in particular,
can be applied with limited amounts of calibration data [68] which is an important consideration
for detection of rarer species, including small populations of weed species. Development and use of
deep learning algorithms such as CNNs in the remote sensing [55,65,66] and broader data science
community is increasing access to, and awareness of, pre-trained models, open-source code, and image
training libraries, facilitating a wider use of these techniques. Several studies have used multi-temporal
image analysis to monitor the size and spread of known populations over time [54], including the use
of historical imagery to trace the beginning of infestations and their subsequent progression [18,58].

Despite this success, there are limited operational programs that we are aware of that routinely use
remote sensing to inform weed biosecurity programs that are described in publications, particularly in
urban and peri-urban environments. Because of the wide range of approaches employed, combined
with a lack of descriptive publications of operational programs, development of weed remote sensing
tools to assist with weed biosecurity programs would be expediated by a guiding structured framework.
We present a conceptual framework, WASP, to facilitate this, supported by a review of published studies.
WASP contains approaches for (1) development and testing of workflows and image classification
algorithms to detect and monitor weed species, and (2) production of spatial outputs which can then
be used in existing biosecurity weed management programs. The framework supports the translation
of remote sensing science into operational management outcomes, which is critical when considering
requirements for research and development compared with requirements for operational methodologies
which can be integrated and used within existing or new biosecurity weed management programs.
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